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EDITORIALLY SPEAKING

A STRANGE RELATIONSHIP

The relationship between society and the individual is indeed a most strange and puz
zling one. Every relationship entails certain responsibilities and these responsibilities are usually
mutual. Since each is dependent on "the other, it would seem only logical that each would come
to the other's assistance in hour of need. However, in this particular relationship certain rules
apply to one side but not to the other, in other words it is strictly a one-sided affair.

Let us examine the responsibilities entailed by this relationship. When, as a result of
actions carried out and policies pursued a country finds itself at war, it immediately .appeals
to the individual to come to its assistance. The individual docs not stop to point out that
the war is not of his making. Neither does he hold his country responsible for the war, as a
result of its past policy. He doesn't quibble over the rights and wrongs of the situation,
he knows only that his country is in trouble and needs help. The cost is not important, to
help his country in its hour of need the individual is ready to sacrifice everything ....
friends. . .family. . .education . . .career.. .his very existence.

But, strangest of paradoxes, when as a result of his past actions an individual finds him
self in trouble, his country is the first to offer him up to his enemies and condemn him for his
faults. Little or no attempt is made to understand the basic problems involved, rather the
attitude that is adopted is, "You got yourself into this mess and you can get yourself out." Not
only does his country not come to his assistance, but it goes out of its way to inflict punish
ment on him. The lot of the individual is all the more harder to bear if he happened to have
had the utmost faith in his country and had previously come to its assistance when the shoe
was on the other foot, so to speak.

At this time we would like to point out that we do not believe an individual guilty of
committing a felony should escape his just due. We merely wish to point out that society
has a responsibility to the individual, who as a result of his actions has broken the law—no less
so than the responsibility the individual has to society, who as a result of its actions has
caused a war.

We do not advocate absolving the individual who has committed a crime from all guilt.
But. we maintain that society should make an effort to understand a man charged with a crime.
By all means condemn the action but do not condemn the man. Man is basically good not bad,
if this were not so, the forces of evil would have triumphed long ago.

Naturally, if chaos and anarchy are not to rule the land, when a crime is committed pun
ishment should be handed out. However, this punishment should be in keeping with the actual
bad intentions of the wrong-doer, not with the crim- itself. When a crime has been committed
someone has been wronged. But a judge cannot right this wrong by committing another one.
Two wrongs never have, do not now, or ever will make a right. Punishment should not be re
vengeful, but corrective. There is absolutely no purpose nor person served when a man is in
carcerated for long periods of time in a prison. The person or persons who have been wronged
do not benefit in any way, the judge does not benefit, society certainly does not benefit, it has to
pay tens of thousands of dollars to keep him. No one in their right mind would contend that
the prisoner benefits by a long sentence. Neither is society protected in any way, for the pris
oner will be in a far more dangerous mood after serving a long sentence than he would have if
mercy had been shown and rehabilitation had been effected.
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THE PRISONER SPEAKS

I am your prisoner, Mr. Citizen, to do with what you will. As a result of my past actions,
I owe a debt to you. It is the law of our land that I must pay this "debt. I have no quarrel with
this, it is only right that people should pay their debts. I am ready and willing to pay the debt
I owe you. I know it is the practise to charge reasonable interest on a debt. I can under
stand why this should be so.
ly fair that I do so.

I am willing to pay such reasonable interest, for I realize it is on-

However, you are not content to charge me reasonable interest, Mr. Citizen. Like the us
urers of old, you exact payment of the original debt many times over. You compound your in
terest daily, and reject any logical reason why frequently I am unable to pay you your pound
of flesh.

You demand the utter subjection of my will to yours. You force me to become a mechan
ical robot attentive to your every wish. You turn me into a puppet who dances on the strings
which you hold.

Your courts gave you the right to rule over my every moment, both sleeping and wak
ing, for these years of imprisonment. In effect they gave you the right to govern my actions for
the rest of my days on earth. Because, what you make of me, or rather, what you let me be
come during these years, will be the deciding factor in what I will do, and what I will become
for the remainder of my life.

Knowing this, you still force me to wear two faces, to lie, to assume a character role which
I detest, but one which I must assume if I am' to retain my sanity.

I am a normal male with normal desires, but you deny me any outlet for these desires.
You pervert my thinking and my actions. You force me to walk in misery and degradation
every day.

At last, when you finally turn me lose, I walk out into a world of strangers, for any
friends which I might have had prior to becoming your prisoner, you forbade me to see or even
to write'to.

Through the medium of your newspapers, your radio and your literature, you build up a
solid wall of prejudice against me. You turn me into a social outcast, a pariah, a frankenstein.
You turn me from your door. You bar me from your clubs. 'You drive me from your cities.
At the mere sound of the word ex-convict you shudder in your houses and make sure the night
latch is on. Or, if you are on the street, you clasp your pocket-book tightly and hurry by.

I am your prisoner, Mr. Citizen. I am here because there is something wrong with me.
Somehow and somewhere in the past I acquired social habits which are a menace both to you
and to myself. Neither you nor I will benefit, Mr. Citizen if upon my release I still have the so
cial habits which were responsible for my being here in the first place.

I am willing, nay, I am eager to try to become a better man, Mr. Citizen, but if I am to
succeed I must have your help. You will have to start by treating me and my problems with in
telligence and initiative, rather than with prejudice and indifference. You must cast aside your
preconceived notions about me based on misinformation and myth. You must furnish me with
psychiatrists who will help me understand the motives and motivations of the mind. You must
reorganize your prison educational system. More emphasis must be placed on moral training.
Classes on social behavior and good citizenship must be initiated and at once. You must re
move the last vestige of fear and hostility from your prisons, for in such an atmosphere noth
ing of any value to either of us can be accomplished.

It is time we got started on this task of making a better man out of me, Mr. Citizen
We have a long way to go!



Songs from the Inside

I'd like to go away awhile
And rest upon some emerald isle
Away from all the cares of life
This world of heartbreak, and of strife.

I'd like to take my fishing line
To fish in lakes amid the pines
And breathe the pureness of the air
With nary a worry nor a care.

I'd build a cabin by a stream
And there relaxed I'd sit and dream
While watching clouds up in the sky
I'd let the world go drifting by.

William Sturgeon

«v

SONG FOR MY MOTHER

How I would like to write a song
To fill the heavens and flash along
The veins of earth like whitest fire. . .

In some deep dream would I conspire
To pen pure beauty in a line,
Then fling it free like melody devine!

Not all the ears of ancient hills

Nor yearning seas, nor daffodils
Late-slipped from God's caressing hand
Could know its loveliness. . .and the land

Would listen, and the farthest air,
And all the creatures living there
Would pause. . .and each heart's beat
Would sing and roar and meet
In praise and rapture!

How can I do

A wonderous thing like this for you?
My gifts are poor; my dreams exceed
My paltry powers. Can you heed
A lesser song, a murmer low
A whispered soft "I love you so?"
You are my mother and it's May.. .
I give my heart to you this day.

Delmar Heron

TO A LOST FRIEND

Brief and numbered, short of span,
Three score and ten the years of man;
Born in pain midst mortal sin
Death the gate from trials within.
Self the soul, and soul the will
Disciplined by toil and daily drill.
Born to love and born to sorrow
Born to dread each blind tomorrow!
Inspired by faith that suffers all
But the grace of God redeems the fall.

A soul was given and taken away,
Gone is that breath of yesterday;
No more the soft sweet smile to see,
The compassionate touch of gentility.'
Yet when early flowers bloom in, spring,
When robin soars on feathered wing;
As each tender blade of grass sprouts nigh
And tiny buds burst forth with sigh;
Such is the resurrection glory,
With winter's death a forgotten story.
Thus 'lis plain for all to see
The promise of man's Destiny.

Allan V. Lyons

The first time one sees human suffering, it is an unnatural thing, because within
one's experiences, placid comfortable people are the rule. But after a number of such
experiences, the sight of torture becomes a normal thing, and normal humans come
to relish it to various extents. —Holmaron

,
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PERTINENT and IMPERTINENT
thoughts of an editor

We hope that readers will bear with us, if our thoughts are a little more irrelevant and
impertinent than usual this month. The reason for this is that, 'tis spring, and (as you are all
well aware, I'm sure) in spring a young man's fancy turns to thoughts of love. It has never
been the policy of this editor to be an exception to any rule, and particularly so when the
rule in question is such a commendable one.

"Oh, to be in England, now that June is there." Yes we know it is May not June, and
when Robert Browning wrote the line it was April he was singing of. But "what has all this
got to do with the song we sing of? June is a red-head we used to know in more fortunate
surroundings and far happier days, and she has gone to England to see the Coronation. We
were just contemplating the fun we could have, showing her around the Island hence my
song.

It would do a lot of our harsher condemners on the outside a world of good if they could
accompany us on our meanderings around the prison grounds. They, like us, would stare in
awe at the sight of a supposedly, 'hardened criminal' sweating and straining to get his daily
chores done, so he could slip outside to tend a little flower garden. Or, perhaps today, it would
be to paint a forlorn.loking bird bath with a little buckshee paint he managed to 'borrow'
somewhere along the way. Then that man in line being escorted to work. Why is he glan
cing, so furtively every now and then at his coat pocket. Surely that's a faint bulge which
we seem to detect under his handkerchief, let's keep our eye on him, he must be up to some
thing. There now , he's going into his shop, but we'll keep our eye on the window for a while.
Aha! Just as we suspected, he is up to something. See him sidling over to the open window,
/With his right hand in his pocket? Watch carefully now, and we'll see what he's up to. What's
that in his hands? Look! He's tearing it again, and again. Surely it can't be what it seems
to be, there must be some mistake It is exactly what it seems to be. It is a slice of bread
which he has saved from his noonday meal. He is breaking it up into little pieces and casting
them on the grass outside his shop window, in the hope the birds will find it there And,
if one of the feathered songsters, perhaps a little bolder than his fellows, will only swoop
down and grasp even the smallest piece of his, a convict's offering, while he is still watching
from the window, his joy will know no bounds. »»

We were strolling by McCulley Field the other afternoon, when our path happened
to cross that of Bill Briggs, popular Committee Member. After exchanging the usual ameni
ties of the day, we settled down to a discussion of the merits of the new penal system and
the emphasis it placed on sports. "Look at that sports-field," Bill remarked. "Just imagine,
this year every inmate will be able to participate in his favorite sport. There will be base
ball, volleyball, handball, tennis, rugby, horseshoes and even checkers and dominoes for the
oldsters. Boy, we'll really have fun, v/on't we? Uh, by the way, Charlie. What's your favorite
sport?" "Golf," we replied sadly, and walked dejectedly away.

If this following paragraph leaves you slightly confused, just imagine how confused we
were. On the way to dinner the other day we happened to mention to one of the fellows that
the Red Cross Blood Clinic would be here in June, and we hoped we would see him in line.
"Are you crazy," he said. "Five years ago I made a mistake, just one mistake, mind you, and
they put me in prison for eight years. While I was in here my wife divorced me and left

Continued on page 7



Lord, Make It A Better World----
Starting With Me----

(A Challenge To All Churchmen)

Si
§
y
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B
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9by Bill DeCoste, ex-inmate and former editor of C.B. Diamond.
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The parable of the lost sheep is aptly illustrated by our prisons. And Christ commanded
His clergy to "Be all things to all men." Part of "all men" are inmates of penal institutions.

During the two and a half years that I was a prisoner at Collins Bay Penitentiary, it was
my dual privilege to edit the C.B. Diamond as well as to work as a clerk to the Catholic Chap
lain, Father Divine. In my capacity as editor, I became very well acquainted with the Protes
tant Chaplain — Reverend Minto Swan of the Anglican Faith: and Major Mercer of the Salva
tion Army. In my job as Father Divine's clerk, I gained great insight into the noble work be
ing done by these three Ambassadors of Christ.

This is why — a month after my release—I am accepting the editor's invitation to'do an
article for the magazine. I consider the little message I have about the Chaplain's work from
an inmate's viewpoint of much more importance than a message about how the free world is
treating me. You see, if it hadn't been for the Chaplains — the "free world" wouldn't be treat
ing me very well at all for my thinking would be the same today as it was when I was commit
ted to Penitentiary. It was the Chaplain who held the Key to better living.

For my two and half years at Collins Bay, I saw the Padres relieve, in many ways, the
stresses and strains of prison life for the inmates. They were counsellor and buffer, safety valve
pnd social worker. But more important than any work they did to soften the lot of men in
their social relations, was their work as teachers in preparing a man to live by himself, his neigh
bor, and his God. This work they carried on unceasingly. And from observing them at this
job and studying (from an inmate's viewpoint) their actions, they convinced me that the dom
inant cause of criminal conduct was lack of religious-instructions and lack of training in self-
control.

Without religious instructions a man is man-centered instead of God-centered.' If there
be no God, there is no morality. If there be no religious motive — then it becomes perfectly
rational to think you are the most important person in the world and to care little about the
rights of others. It is not poor judgment to take liberties with another's property, or honor,
or n^rsnn. or even life, since there is no one to answer to except the Government, and it is an
accepted fact that more than two thirds of known crimes go unpunished. But put religious in
structions into the picture, put God in his proper relation to the universe and the individual
man, and you get an altogether different picture. You learn that the fear of God is a much
more salutary deterrent to crime than the fear of the law. You begin to realize that the love of
God is the greatest force in the world. And you begin to see the truth in the Padre's words:
"After the adventure of the Cross, every other adventure is timid indeed."

The Padres at Collins Bay carried on a wonderful job and I saw, with my own eyes, and
felt it in the tempo of the prison — a change in attitude regarding religion and all* it repre
sented, during my months in prison. I saw men who had refused to attend Church Services re
turn to their respective Faiths because good Padres were doing good work and the men recog
nized Christ's Ambassadors doing the work of Christ as He would have them do it. The men
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came to love the padres because they pretended neither to worldly dignity nor to the belief
that they were different from inmates.

And so it was that I saw hostility among inmates regarding religion change to the point
where men were all attending Service and many were slipping in to the Chapels during the
week to make their silent prayer; tb voice their petition: "Lord, make it a better world —
starting with me."

I have written these few paragraphs for the C.B. Diamond because I saw at first-hand thes
work of the Padres and I want the "outside" readers to get a pen picture of it. I want them to
assist these Padres. As a former prison inmate and now a free citizen—I fling a CHALLENGE
to all Churchmen—to all people of good will.

Commissioner Gibson in his report to the House of Commons earlier this year deplored
the fact that "the great religious denominations still display too little interest in the prison
population both while in prison-and after discharge."

And it is to these denominations that I fling my Challenge. Prison-Padres need your as
sistance if their work is to be a success. I know of only one organization in Ontario helping
the prisoner after release and it is totally non-denominational. Padres should have the assis
tance of Church Clubs; Catholics should have the assistance of the K. of C. and the Holy Name
Society; Protestants should have the assistance of their many Christian organizations, such as
Laymen's Association and Woman's Auxiliaries. All people of good will—all Christians should
be very interested in helping to bring back the "lost sheep."

The Prison Padres have planted the seed of good. The free world must accept this seed
and nurture it. Getting the picture is one thing Applying it to every-day living is another. The
devil has a pretty good intellectual grasp of things, but he is none the better for it. St. Paul
was a holy man, but even he saw a law in his members fighting the law of his mind. Know your
self is the first principle, but the second is the more important: conquer yourself. The prison
Chaplain insists on this. Education does not merely mean learning what you do not know; it
means primarily behaving as you do not behave. And so, he stresses self control.

Yes — they have planted the seed. It must be nurtured. Today, I frequently curse the
fate that sentenced me to prison. However, I have never regretted for one moment the associa
tion with the prison Chaplains it brought to me.

PERTINENT AND IMPERTINENT Continued from page 5

my two children in the care of the Children's Aid. who in turn adopted them out. Now I have
neither wife nor children. My mother and father are both dead, and I have no one to care
whether I live or die. Besides that, I've just received a turn down on my application for a
ticket-of-leave, and.that means I'll have to spend another sixteen months in this place. If all
this isn't bad enough, now they even want my blood."

"Gee fella," we said. "We never realized you were doing such rough time, we can't
really blame you for refusing."

"Refusing," he said. "Who the hell's refusing? I was there the last time, wasn't I?

We guess that practically everyone believes that their mother is the best one in the
wOrld. It would be difficult to find someone who would admit that perhaps somebody else's
mother may be a little better than their own. Certainly, this editor would be the last one
in the world to admit* such a thing. And so, to every inmate's mother, each one of whom is
believed by her son to be the very best mother that ever lived, we would like to offer the
hope that perhaps in the future your son will come to be the joy and comfort to you, which God
meant him to be.



KNOW YOUR COMMONWEALTH

NEW ZEALAND
God's Own Country

Aussie Davies

New Zealand is a country which today you will find more British in its outlook than Eng
land, inasmuch as 98% of its population is of direct British extraction, whereas in England to
day you will find quite a cosmopolitan country. New Zealand has created a social security
scheme which stands as a model for the rest of the world. It is a truly remarkable scheme in
asmuch as there is not a trace of the totalitarianism which abounds in the world today. Among
many benefits derived from the scheme are, free hospitalization and medicine, pensions for all
aged people, child allowance up to the age of 16, in short the scheme provides for all from the
cradle to the grave.

New Zealand has the highest expectation of life in the world. This is attributable to
various factors, i.e. the tempo of living is much slower than in other countries, the climate is
temperate and the standard of living is high. Naturally life under these conditions tends to
wards an almost perfect way of living.

New Zealand has the lowest rate of unemployment in the world. Statistics released by
the International Labour Organization in Geneva, Switzerland show she has 30 people unem
ployed to a population of 2.000.000. This is the lowest figure on a per capita basis in the world,
in fact there are 30,000 vacant positions open to people who care to venture the long voyage to
the Antipodes. She also has the lowest infant mortality rate in the world. Her Plunket Service
is famous for post and ante natal treatment. New Zealand is indeed one of the most progres
sive countries to be found in the world today.

Other outstanding characteristics of the country include earthquakes and winds of hurri
cane velocity. At the Rongatai Airport in Wellington, the hangars are built to resist winds with
a velocity of 120 m.p.h. On the Rimutukas Mountains going up to the Province of Wairarapa.
trains have, on rare occasions, been blown off th~ track. Ther<> have also been instances of au
tomobiles being blown off the highway. On this highway probably the most unusual sign in the
world is to be seen, it reads, "Beware of the Wind!" At present time a tunnel is being construc
ted through this mountain. On completion it will rank as one of longest, and will connect Well
ington and Wairarapa.

Her Thermal Territory is one of the world's most famous resorts. It contains a city of
15,000 people, also two Maori Villages, Waka and Chinemetu. To view this wonderful Maori
setting plus the weird mud pools coming up in the shape of flowers and leaves, and complete
with hot and cold streams is one of the most fascinating meccas you will ever see. It is possible
to witness on a Monday morning a Maori Wahine washing her clothes in a hot stream, and rin
sing them in a cold one. As an added touch you will find her husband fishing for trout in the
cold stream, then cooking his catch in the hot one. For added convenience there is sufficient
hot gas to provide cental heating for the entire city. If you are the lazy indolent type there are
several health-giving spas run by the gov't. Or, if you are inclined toward more strenuous
types of exertion, you may play 18 holes of golf on New Zealand finest course, amid the strange
but true rotorua.

If you happen to be an adherent of Izak Walton, you may fish to your heart's content,
from rainbow to some of the world's largest swordfish. The late Zane Grey used to come to this
fisherman's paradise annually, both to fish and to write. There is plenty of excitement to be
found in pig hunting, especially with the Maoris. Then again, perhaps it is deer you are after.
a
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SANDLOT NEWS
by Jim McLellan

. With the retirement of the Diamond's able and popular sandlot editor, Vince. Villeneuve
(due to short time) it became necessary to advertise in the diamond for a new one.

As most of you fellows will recall the Diamond ad called for a real live wire, as I had
often been told that I was a real live one, naturally I applied for the position.

But, some of you fellows must be a bit confused. The ed tells me that after careful and
prolonged consideration of the hundreds of applications which poured in, he appointed me to
the position on the basis of my many and varied qualifications. Whereas some of you fellows
told me that the only reason I got the job was that I was the only one who applied fop it
and that I was a big mark. '

When I told.the ed what some of you said, he extended me his sympathy and pointed
out that jealousy was rearing its ugly head already. However he said I shouldn't be too hard
on you because this jealousy undoubtedly sprung from the bitter dissappointmerit you all suf
fered in failing to get this position.

There is one thing which I don't quite understand though, when I asked the ed what sort
of salary I would be receiving he mumbled something about the satisfaction one receives
from a job well done.

Do you fellows think that this means I dont get paid for this job?
Well it won't be long now till the season gets under way. The diamonds have been

a bee-hive of activity these past few weeks. There apears to be a lot of new talent around
which should make for spirited competition in thequest for permanent positions on the teams
The catching chores will be open for new blood as Stew Watson is the only regular left from
last year. There seems to be a lot of new hurlers among those hustling out there but from
what we have seen so far Fred McVeigh and "Livy" Livingston shouldn't have too much trouble
nailing down starting berths.

There will be two leagues again this year, with four teams in each league. The com
mittee assures us that both leagues will be well balanced.

Gord Cameron is in charge of all -the rhubarbs emnating from the major league while
Fred Marsden will be looking after those in the minor one. Let's all wish these two gentlemen
the best success in their assignments, and give them our utmost co-operation.

And Now the Big News. Each week the C.B. Diamond will select the most sports
manlike player in each league. Players gaining this recognition will be given a pack of Tailor
Made Cigarettes by the Diamond as a tangible reward for their prowess and sportsmanship.

Cameron and Marsden wish to announce that the opening date for both leagues will
be May 17th.

The Umpires this year will be; Daniels, Byers, Levy, Beecraft, Murray McGinnes
Goodwin and for a short time, Villeneuve. ' ' '

NEW ZEALAND —Cont. from preceding page

and well you might be, for the gov't, even pays a bounty on all deer. Yes, New Zealand is
truly a sportsman's paradise.

The weather is temperate and there are plenty of beautiful ocean beaches to while away
your leisure hours. In some parts of the country you can grow your own oranges and lemons
all the year round. While we are on the subject of food, you have not tasted anything until you
have had some Stewart Island, oysters and choice Canterbury Lamb, New Zealands national
meat.

So boys, if you are contemplating a change of residence, or just a short holiday, try New
Zealand, God's Own Country, a distance of 72 flying hours from San Francisco, U.S.A.



THE TALE OF At MAM
*r:.

It is indeed with a great feeling of humiliation under which I labor at this moment, to
drag before you a glimpse of my past life. I was not without some anxiety when I considered
writing about the customs and characteristics of my native Africa.

I was born in the city of Adduwa, in the country or Eritrea. I was given the name of

Tafari Dawit Niakenna. Whiie still a young child, my father and mother were killed during
the Italian invasion of my country in 1935. Caprician Fathers of the Roman Catholic Order

found me in our home and took me to their mission. Being unable to find any relatives of
mine, they undertook to care for me themselves.

These fearless men of God openly denounced Mussolini for his cowardly act of aggres-
son. The Caprician Fathers aroused 111 Duce to such an extent, that he ordered all religious
organizations driven from the land. As a result of this edict, the Caprician Fathers were forc
ed to establish a temporary mission in Southern Egypt, along the bank of the Nile River.

Numerous Eritrians upon fleeing their country had found refuge in this same vicinity.

I was unhappy in this place which the Good Fathers had brought me to, so I decided to
run away from the mission and try to make my way back to my native city, Adduwa. Al

though I knew neither east nor west, north nor south, I ventured on a road which I hoped
would eventually lead me back to my beloved city. It was unusually hot the day I left my

benefactors, but the hope of being once more in my native land caused me to hurry along at
a fast pace.

At length I reached a small river of fresh water. The slow running stream looked

very lovely indeed as it flowed between banks lined with tall eucalyptus trees, whose branches

nearly came down to the edge of the water. It was a scene of silent beauty. The trees on the

opposite bank stood out in sharp relief against a sky of many colors in which the sun was

slowly sinking. I paused to drink my fill of the cool water and to rest amidst the beckoning
shadows cast by the eucalyptus trees. ,

Not long after I left the little stream, I saw a cart being pulled by oxen coming down

the road. When it had drawn abreast of me I asked the driver in Tigre, the language of my
people, how far he was going? The driver who was an old man looked me over carefully with
out saying a word, this caused me to think that perhaps he was a mute. After a few seconds,
the old man reached down and turned my face so as to get a better look at me, then he re
marked, "Ah, attor Hbashra" (you are an Eritrian). Upon finding that the old one spoke

Arabic, I could hardly contain my happiness. In my childish mind I was certain that I had

arrived in Eritrea already although I couldn't understand how I had travelled from the Egyp
tian Sudan to my country so soon. The reason why I believed myself to be in Eritrea was
that I had never, on any occasion heard anyone speak Arabic except in Eritrea.

I asked the old one how far it was to Adduwa. "About eight hundred miles," he replied,
with a prolonged chuckle which shook his body with sudden jolts. "Indeed," he continued,
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"My reasoning did not lie, you are a runaway." I told him that this was true, but that I
should like to continue my journey. The old one was buried in thought for a moment, then
he told me to climb aboard. ''If you intend to turn me over to the authorities," I said, "I would
rather continue on foot." The old one gazed toward the east with a pious look, and' said, "In
sha Allahu (It is the will of Allah) so come my son, you may pass the night in my humble
abode. »

»

I believed his words to be true, and as I climbed upon the sack of grain beside him, the
uneasiness which I had felt was replaced by a feeling of joy. The old one did not prove to be
very talkative, so I asked him, "Do you live alone old one?"

"Do not call me old one," he said, "for I am Abu Abdullah Muhamet Ibu Tumart (Fa
ther, son of Allah, and the praised son of Tumart) and I do not live alone. Allah has blessed
me with ten children."

Feeling that I had paid my compliments, I relaxed andbeing tired, I fell asleep. During
my sleep I dreamed that I was disembowled and hanging from a hook. In my dream I recog
nized various voices but could not connect them with their owners.

When I awakened the old one said, "I see by your expression that you had an uncom
fortable dream?" "Yes," I replied. "When we have reached my house I should like to hear it,"
he said, "for I interpret dreams as a hobby."

Shortly after this conversation I noticed the outlines of a city in the distance. I asked the
old one which city it was, and he replied it was the city of Khartoum and that this is where
he lived. I was awed at the sight of the tall minerets of the mosques reaching towards the
heavens.

When we arrived in Khartoum, the streets were deserted, except for a small unit of
Sudanese Patrolmen who paid little attention to us, for they were busy loading their desert
supplies upon tall camels. It was a beautiful night, with the moon shining brightly through the
bamboo trees which lined the streets. I relaxed, and drew in a deep breath of the cool night
air, lifting my eyes towards the heavens, when suddenly I saw before me the figure of a man
which appeared to be descending out of the sky. Terrified with fright I grabbed the old
one's garments and pointed towards the spectre. "What is wrong with you boy, it is only a
statue," he said. "Of who?" I asked still a little shaky.. "General Charles Gordon," he re
plied. He then went on to tell me he was a British Officer killed by the desert dwellers who
called themselves El Mahdi. "Oh yes," I said, "I was taught the history of the battle in the
missionary's school." The old one looked at me out of the cornerof his eye, as if to say, soyou
ran away from a missionary school. Upon realizing this, I checked myself and became silent.

The old one halted the oxen in front of a rectangular shaped house with boarded win
dows, I learned later that this was a precaution against the sand storms. "Asalaam Alikium
Abu? "came the salutation from the old one's son, who was standing in the door way, (Whom
did you bring with you father?")

"Alikim saloam, ibhn" (Peace be with you, son.) Will you be so good as to present
our compliments to your mother, and inform her that I am here with a friend, begging her
graciously to prepare a place in our home for him.

(To be continued)

Let's stop drifting and together set a standard of thoughtful,, positive procedure to
ward which we may direct our united energies. At present, we are wasting time and
money and—still more serious—potentially useful human lives.

E.H. DeWeerdt, Ph.D. in an
address to Penologists.
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A MONTHLY FEATURE

PRISON PANORAMA

Prison is a stage. . .a stage where the greatest play of all time is performed. Like most
great plays it is a tragedy. It is the tragedy of man's inhumanity to man. The title of this
play is simple and symbolic. It is called "The Great Tragedy."

The Great Tragedy has a cast of hundreds of thousands, each one of whom plays a feature
roll. .. .for there are no minor parts in this tale of heartache and misery.

There are those who were singled out early in life to play a part in The Great Tragedy.
these became quite proficient, and their performances many times drew rave notices on the front
pages of our newspapers.

Others there are who were in the twilight of their lives before becr.ming members of the
cast.. . .these never attained the proficiency of the others, but groped and .-tumbled their way in
a very poor performance, in fact they never did succeed in fitting into the pattern of the play.

The actors are a strange lot, indeed. . . .a veritable potpourri of humanity. They come
from all walks of life, from both sides of the tracks. They are as no other actors on earth, for
they are actors, not by choice.. . .but by compulsion.

There is a vast difference in the lengths of their contracts. Some are signed to a short a-
greement, some for quite a long time.. . .and some will act out a lifetime as stars in The Great
Tragedy.

(The accompaning music of The Great Tragedy is not heard, but felt. It is not of sound
but of feeling.. . .for it acts not on the ear but on the heart. It is composed of many things. It
is the touching sight of a mother's tears for a son in trouble. It is the tragic beating of a broken
heart in the loneliness of the night, as a woman longs for her man. It is the crushing crescen
do of deafening silence when the prison is enveloped by darkness .... and the men are alone
with their thoughts of despair.

The audience watches The Great Tragedy unfold in all its horror, all its heartbreak, all
its pathos. . . .and is not moved, for it is an unique audience. .. .it is not of ?.esh and blood. There
are no eminent personages in evening dress present.. . .only mute, lifeless, gray, concrete walls
and solid, cold, blue bars of tempered steel.

The Great Tragedy is booked indefinitely. There are no financial problems. It is run not
for profit. . . .but for loss.. . .loss of millions of dollars. . . .loss of human happiness, human dig
nity, and man's faith in his fellow man.

The Great Tragedy is a huge success.. . .the loss is appalling. . Its continued success is
assured. . . .for there are millions of citizens to foot the bill. . . .countless he-arts to be broken....
unlimited faith to be destroyed.

But what of the critics, you might ask?

As might be expected, the greatest play of them all has few critics. These critics are known
by various names; humanitarians, idealists, visionaries, softies.. . .in any case they are not to be
listened to. They are misfits in a society which is geared to the principle of might is right; to
the principle of atom bombs and war hysteria: to the principle of billions for the destruction of
man .. . .and pennies for his salvation.

12

Labor to keep alive in your heart that little spark of celestial fire called conscience.
—George Washington—
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Ancient of days, august Athena! where,
Where are thy men of might, thy grand in soul?
Gone glimmering through the dream of things that were.
First in the race that led to glory's goal,
They won, and passed away: is this the whole?
A schoolboy's tale, the wonder of an hour?

They never fail who die
In a great caiise: the block may soak there gore,
Their hands lay sodden in the sun; their limbs
Be strung to city gates and castle walls;
But still their spirit xualks abroad.

There is a pleasure in the pathless woods
There is a rapture on the lonely shore,
There is society where none intrudes
By the deep sea, and music in its roar:
I love not man the less, — but nature more.

So the struck eagle stretched upon the plain,
No more through rolling clouds to soar again,
Viewed his own feather on the fatal dart
And winged the shaft that quivered in his heart.

O that the desert were my dwelling place,
With one fair spirit for my minister,
That I might all forget the human race,
And, hating no one, love but only her!

7?j the desert a fountain is springing
In the wild waste there still is a tree,
And a bird in the wilderness singing
That speaks to my spirit of thee.

Seek out—less often sought than found,
A soldier's grave, for thee the best;
Then look around and choose thy ground,
And take thy rest. .

—Lord Byron
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YAK! YAK! You thought you-got rid of me didn't you, you didn't think I'd be around
this month, did you? Well it so happened that I wangled a sixty day extension from the editor
on the basis of my argument that every big wheel should have a finger man, it appears to be the
custom around here.

So to all you cry babies who have been demanding I retract certain observations made
in; my last columns, I quote from Omar.

i

The moving FINGER writes and having writ
Moves on, nor all your piety nor wit
Shall lure it back to cancel half a line
Nor all thy tears wash out a word of it.

If you are a poor gambler, if you lose constantly at cards, don't become discouraged,
don't :ry. Go see Tragic in the Dorm, for a paltry two bales he will show you how to play
cards and win. What does he do with the weed you pay him? Pays his poker debts of course.

_ 0-0-0 —

Big Charlie's last comment on the last show "Let's Dance" This picture was nothing,
you should have "Cheaper by the Dozen" there was a show. Look Charlie, you stick to your
shows and I'll stick to mind.

_ 0-0-0 —

The ball season is under way, everybody is in too shape. All the men are trying out
for various positions, some are trying to make the infield, some are even trying out for water
boy, but I wonder where Eddie from the Tailor Shop got the idea he could make the field.

_ 0-0-0 —

If you hear a cackle in the line, don't bother to turn around, it will only be Ed the Egg
Man. I wonder if all this cackling I hear coming from him has anything to do with the scar
city of eggs on the main line?

_ 0-0-0 —

The greatest little worker I've ever seen, this Vic. No sooner finished with one job. he
jumps right into another one. where does he get all the energy? No wonder he's grade three.

— 0-0-0 — '

Mr. Good using strange suppor.s to hold up wire these days. I understand it gave
Father Devine quite a shock.

_ o-o-o —

Did everybody notice the well-rounded forms of Daniels and Spitzberg at Passover. My
mouth is still watering over the steaks I saw those guys walking away from the kitchen with.
Every year about this time I regret I don't belong to the Hebrew Faith.

_ O-O-O —

Mike the barber has a rather cute way of telling when Bill Briggs will show up around
the barber shop. The other day I heard a fellow ask him when Bill would be around and
Mike told him Bill would be back in two hours. Two hours later I made it a point to be around
the barber shop and darned if Bill didn't turn up right-on time. Being somewhat puzzled how
Mike could tell the exact time Bill would be back, I asked him how he did it. Mike told me

Continued on page 20
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MAU! MAU! Tafari Niakcnna

Africa, land of mystery, lancf of superstition, land of ignorance, land of wealth, land of
poverty, land of estates, land of compounds, land of mansions, land of shacks, land of disease
land of HATRED!

Man has exploited man since the beginning of time, but always with a certain risk. It
would be difficult to name even one country which has not seen the exploitation, of man by man
within its borders. But this exploitation can only last so long, "Every dog has its day." There
comes a time when the exploiters must answer to the exploited, and in blood. History is full of
such accountings. The Russian. French and American revolutions are a few of the more recent
ones, but perhaps the most significant accounting of all was the Cuban revolution. Every white
man living in Africa today would do well to read the history of the Cuban accounting, for it
contains an urgent message for him. "For they have sown the wind, and thev shall reap the
whirlwind."

Africa is a sick continent, the outbreak ofhostilities in the British Crown Colony ofKen
ya is but another symptom of this sickness. Soon the whole continent will erupt with the dis
ease which plagues it. If speedy and skillful surgery were forthcoming, Africa might still be
saved, but such surgery is not forthcoming. It is only a matter of time till the length and
breadth of the whole body of Africa is seized with violent convulsions.

In the theological schools for natives, the black child is taught that he is the creation of
God, and as such, has a Divine link with Him. In the educational schools for natives (which are
few and far between) he is taught that being a man ho is descended from the family of mam-
aliae. If the poor black child is bewildered by these conflicting teachings, his bewilderment is
short-lived. He is soon taught by the white man's actions fwhich speak much louder and far
more forcibly than his words) that he is neither Divine nor an animal, animals receive far more
respect and consideration than he. Indeed, instead of the white man teaching, the black man
to be a Christian, he is teaching him how to be a better pagan.

For centuries the black man of Africa was kidnapped in whole-sale numbers and carried
across the seas to be sold into a life of slavery. For many a year the stinking slavers, those
cursed hell ships of yesterday, plied their inhuman trade. Many a modern fortune in England
and America was founded on profits derived from the slave trade. Although slavery was abol
ished in England in 1807 and in America in 1879, it still flourishes in Africa today in practise,
if not in actual fact.

The lot of the black man in his own country is indeed a pitiful one. Self-seeking whites
plunder his land and wallow in the wealth of his country, while he, poor soul, hasn't even e-
nough to eat. In this age of modern medical miracles, the black man of Africa is dying every
day from the lack of common medicines. I

If the black man of Africa had not been treated so shamelessly the Kikuyu people of Ken
ya would never have come to close their ears against the white man's justice." It was the bar
barous acts of the white man which cut deep furrows into the sensitive minds of these simple
people, thereby allowing the poisonous fluid of hatred to seep into their brains.

The white man has momentarily checked the full furv of the Mau Mau which was direc
ted against him, by diverting it against the "Quislings" and "Benedict Arnold's" of the Kikuyu
people. These traitors bribed with the white man's money, hunt down and betray members of
their own tribe. It is only poetic justice when retribution swift and terrible descends on them.
No one likes a traitor in his own country. Why do they sympathize with them in somebody
else's country?

The imprisonment of the leaders of the Mau Mau will not quell the uprising, other lead
ers will spring up to take their place. If the white man is really interested in settling the dif
ferences between himself and the black man, he should remove the causes which gave rise to
those differences. Men of stature, men of foresight, men of compassion such as Lord Wilber-
force, Pitt, Burke, and Broughham are needed in Africa today. Alas, there are no such men,
Africa is doomed to run red with the blood of men.
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Dear Moms:

Mothers's Day

May 10th, 1953
CoLiin's Bay, Ontario,

If words can be a treasure and honest thoughts a pure strength and assurance, perhaps
this letter to you will make the world seem as it once was, when we looked ahead to a promise.
When I was young and your hopes and rich dreams for the future had not yet been bruised.

The world has turned over many times since then. The years have been both bitter and
kind, but through it all you've remained the real strength, the real hope, the true vindication
of my life. I have fallen low but in your great love you have, however, chosen to stoop down,
to be with me. You have taken my error upon your heart. let:ing me know that love cares
nor for fear, disgrace or censure—it only knows it's own.

I feel your presence always, and though I write to you from Collins Bay Prison, you
are here and ever more real in my affections and in my reflections.

Could it be that when my world fell apart, I came home to you for the first time?

Perhaps these words I write do not seem like me, but dc words of the heart and soul
ever represent the actions of the body, with its false goals and mistaken virtues?

There is so much I remember of you as I live out these long nights and wearisome
days. Memory is both a blessing and a curse, it. seems, for although" it soothes, it also tor
tures. So much I could have done, so much I did not do: so litt'.e you asked of me, yet I could
not find the time—until now!

And when the terrible climax came, that day in court when I knew I was to come here,
although it broke your heart, you did not falter. Loudly and clearly you spoke for all to here
— (just as a great mother spoke centuries ago on a crucial day; "This is my beloved
son:".. #

And although I saw you through tears, your love shone lik^ a beacon to make the dark
ness of that morning a little brighter for me. If I could live many lives and know many loves,
they would pale beside the magnificence and pureness of your lo-ve for me.

I'm writing this letter from a cell, my world for the momer.t. and though depression sur
rounds me, I remember you and what you told me so many times.

"It matters not what you do in life, or what you become, or what griefs and joys may be
yours — it is only how you accept yourself that matters. Success and failure, glory and shame,
are only transitory. All of these must pass away. But with yourself you must always live:
the man you are remains."

The cuts have been deep: the shame bold and all th umht was absent in the doing of my
deeds. I remembered not; I thought not of you. I forgot the valu- of friendship, the importance
of principles and the common goodness of being true to your faith in me.

However, these things are past, I want you to worry no mr. re about my welfare here. I
am o.k. My doubts have been many: my dark moments frequent; but there are men who are
walking with me in this experience — other mother's sons! They tell me to make this time work
for me; to realize that life goes'on and to face the future without fear.
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Somehow, as I write tonight, I remember a kid who was going to be a doctor, or was it
a business man just like dad. I don't know how, or why, but somewhere during the years I
became lost, and even your love couldn't bring me to calmness and reason. Tonight, in this
narrow, prison cubicle, we are together. Regardless of what the world believes, or even what
my actions may have portrayed, in my own fumbling manne: and my awkward ways of expres
sing it — I do love you.

For every pain I brought to you, I have come to know the deepest sorrow. Why I turned
away from the things you taught me. I do not rightly know. But if the heart can speak for the
soul of man these things I would have you know, mom:

I have not forgotten your faith. I treasure your love above all I might ever possess or
be. The memories of you hold my promise for tomorrow. . . With your strength and affection,
and my will to equal your love in deeds, I will one day be the man you wanted me to be

Ever your loving son
(any man — any cell)

My Dear Son:

Thank you for the letter to "waiting moms": and because it must have expressed vour
thoughts, as well as those of your "friends in waiting" with you, I hasten to reply that we all
at sometime in our journey through this life, make some mi.-take for which we must pay dearlv'
BUT this is no reason for any man to be forgotten or renounced. Perhaps after all those dreams
which we shared when you were so young, and both of us hopeful for your future may yet come
true, then my satisfaction in the fulfilment of that future, will be the richer and' fuller because
of the "mistake" in judgment which at the moment keeps us all "in waiting".

Perhaps too, as I write to you. I remember a little r some of the things I might have
done. .. .memory for me is also a blessing anda curse. I, to... have had mv moments of torture
....and yet through it all still comes these words "This is my beloved son"..

As ever, your world is my world. . . .as it is with mothers the world over, until each goes
to answer the Maker for a job done on earth for the life entrusted in her care

So do not grieve too much for the things of "omiss:
yourself, and to become the man I know you can be, this t.
pay. And the men who walk with you in this time of your
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times, and frees the acceptance of an experience we did not
of "something left undone". Only a woman who was born
realize the deep sense of responsibility she carries toward.;
he be brought up in the way he should go, in understanding
he will surely become the citizen he should be.

n". If you have learned to accept
ansitory period is a small price to

".rial, be grateful for them as I am
has eased my memory so many
plan, from bitterness and the sense

a child, especially a man-child can
that child for his rearing. That

and patience, and that eventually

Of your love there is never any doubt. If you still have belief in my faith in you and
if I have given you memories that are a comfort to you new. and which can be the hope of
your strength for the future of the rest of your life, then I kr.ow that I have not failed you too
badly. And this is my strongest comfort. So you see, even _n your hour of trial, you reach out
from your cubicle of a prison cell and comfort me.

A.r always my deepest love,
fany mother, anywhere)
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Yesterday a DRUNK....

Today a MAN...
by Allonymous

Some people may wonder why it is that many men, possessing many gifts and talents
in life, succumb to the ravages of alcohol with the uncontrollable drinking habits that hound
them from day to day. And another alcoholic who has found peaceful and contented sobriety
through Alcoholic Anonymous can fully sympathize and understand the problem that con
fronts the man still in the throes of liquor.

Yesterday, which extends back many years
becomes more significant to my mind as the
results of the A.A. meeting of March 28th,
1953, which was held in the Protestant Chap
el Office under the sponsorship of the Rev.
Minto Swan, MA. BD. ED, by the permission
of the Commissioner of Penitentiaries and
Warden H. Cleeton. Unexpected surprises con
fronted me at this meeting which instigates
these nimble fingers to travel at 50 per min
ute to pour out the thoughts of my mind as a
result of the inspirations attained from the
comradely fellowship of this memorable af
ternoon. If, then, to give a brief picture of
former years, you will return to the year 1940
and onward, during the mad height of a mur
derous war, perhaps a "picture of what takes
place may be impregnated upon some minds,
with the hope that understanding of what
makes an alcoholic may be realized with the
added insight that the drunks of yesterday
may be easily become the men of today.

A sergeant's mess in an army camp, pleas
antly decorated, comfortable, friendly, a home
away from home, provides the scene for this
picture. Here, after the strenuous duties of
the hectic day were completed, the young and
old soldiers would gather to sit around, chat
ting of this and that, the vital news of the
day. In a corner, was an upright piano, some
what battered with use, and around the room
several circular tables with adjacent chairs
together with a couple of reclining davenports
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in which one might rest the weary bones. In
another cornier, there is an open bar behind
which a white-coated soldier busily serves up
greenish bottles of various brands of beer. To
this cosy room then, many non-commissioned
officers sojourned for a few pleasant relaxing
hours of congeniality.

In another corner, you might witness some
soldiers quietly seated at tables pouring out
treasured thoughts in their homeward-bound
letters to loved ones far away. A pang of lone
liness and undeniable longing grips one dur
ing such moments, but with the artificial sup
port of the stein of beer, the finer emotions
are squelched, lessening the separation that
materially exists. Slightly later, you will see
that khaki clad figure making his way to the
post-office, to drop his love-letter into the
box. Then the footsteps wend their way back
to the friendly mess. Yet, if you will look
closely, you will see him pause on the thres
hold face turned upwards to the star-studded
heavens, and his lips slowly counting seven
single illuminous bodies, upon which he
makes a silent wish. A pact between him
and his, made during courtship days, has
been kept. But one day he will cease to
count these stars as hope will die, and they
will fall ou-. of the celestial realms, crushing
him with misery.

Into the -moke filled room he goes, stop
ping at the piano in the corner. Quickly, a
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group of his buddies surround the instru
ment, and with steins of beer foaming in
their rough strong fingers, lusty male voices
harmonize with fortissimo, the old whooping
wars songs of the day. "Tipperary, and
Bless Them All," and of course, "the rats in
the Quartermaster's Stores." Perhaps there

. would be men present this night whose hours
were numbered, ready to leave at a moment's
notice for over the pond. If so, tears would
stream down reddened cheeks, rugged arms
would entwine tenderly about each other's
brotherly necks. It would have taken a saint

- with ten angels holding him to refrain from
drinking the toasts to the departing friends.
And you felt like a miserable heel every time
the fellows you came to know, to eat and
drink with, were dispatched overseas. Some,
never seen again! Physically unfit, yet con
demning yourself for not being able to go,
you wanted to be with them: yet, there was a
little woman and child at home whom you
did. not want to leave. Duty or love! Home
with its promise of bliss and warmth has
such a magnetic attraction for the lonesome
heart. Thus a conflict was continually go
ing on, and unable to do anything about it,
you got drunk instead. Keep this pattern up
for five years of war, and you have an alco
holic. That was the harm of yesterday, be
ing dearly paid for today.

Imagine then the surprise that greeted me
when, confronted by the guest speakers for
our bi-monthly meeting, none other than two
old friends, Sgt. Major Bill, and Captain Bill
stood before these old eyes. My arm is still
ringing from that handshake!

Sgt. Major Bill and I were mess-buddies,
slept in adjacent bunks, and put each other
to bed occasionally. Sometime he would tuck
me in when slightly, ahem, under the weath
er. Other times I would roll him under the

covers when he was indisposed. Many a time
since the war ended, we had met during a so
cial drink in the neighbourly taverns, each
trying to drink Canada Dry. Times we would
try to quit, and would succeed for a few days.
But always, the thought would return, maybe
now I can take one drink, and drink like a

gentleman. But one drink was like throwing
a glass of water on the Sahara Desert. Of no
use! So, when I witnessed this transformation
of my old friend, sober, clear-eyed, with a
steady quiet voice, it was a happy and blessed
moment for me indeed.

Yet this was not the only source of great
joy. Another old friend, who, as boys togeth
er, sang with me in the same Church Choir,
but later, maturing, joined the army, and we
did not meet again in the services until after
the war was over, to greet as co-workers in
the same Industrial Plant. What a real pleas
ure this was to see Captain Bill, sober, healthy
looking, the very picture of Alcoholic's Anon
ymous recovery. It was with much happiness
that we received from him the good news
that his home had been richly endowed with
the spirit of A.A.

T think the most important part of this
meeting was the new hope, the insight into
what is now a possibly good future. Both these
old friends, in spite of my fall from grace,
held out their hands to me in sound friend
ship. Believe me, Sgt. Maj. Bill and Capt. Bill,
it is appreciated. In the loneliness of a cell,
we imagine many sorts of things being held
against us for a deed done that was not meant.
Th^- whispers behind the back, the upturned
eyebrows, the cold shoulder of former ac
quaintances, the spurning looks from women,
the accusations aimed in silent reproach at
us. Yes, these things do pass through one's
mind, in spite of all the faith in God that one
can muster.

So now, with the added hope of two great*
guys whose words of immortal force about
alcoholism is proof enough to all who may
have heard and still be toying with the
thought of that first drink, lest we should for
get, let us never, unless sick in bed, miss an
A.A meeting. Our sincere thanks go to Head
Office Secretary of Alcoholics Anonymous in
Toronto for the splendid work they are doing
in sending speakers to us. Easy does it, keep
open minds, first things first, and Happy A.A.1
greetings to one and all, from one who has
seen the Light.

There is some particular prize all of us value and that every man of spirit will
venture his life for. This one may strive to achieve a great reputation for learning;
that one to be a man of fashion; or another to be the toast of the town; another to
consumnate a great work of art or poetry and so to immortality-that way; and yet
anothers' (for a certain time of his life) sole object and aim is a woman.

—Thackeray
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QUIPS....
On Opportunity

If you trap the moment before it is ripe
The tears of repentance you'll certainly wipe;
But if once you let the ripe moment go
You can never wipe off the tears of woe.

—Blake

Not only strike while the iron is hot, but make it hot by striking.
—Cromwell

The secret of success in life is for a man to be ready for his opportunity
when it comes. —Disraeli

Seek not for the fresher founts afar,
Jus*, drop your bucket where you are. —Foss

Even a wolf will not stay
Where sounds no bleat to offer hope of prey.

—Greek Epigram

He knocked at each one

Of the doorways of life, and abode in none.
—Lucile

The man who waits for things to turn up has his eyes fixed on his toes.
—MacLaughlin

A pessimist is one who makes difficulties of his opportunities; an optimist
is one who makes opportunities of his difficulties. . —Mansell

On the fall of an oak, every man gathers wood. —Menander

I have known many who could not when they would, for they had not done
it when they could. —Rabelais i

Opportunities always look bigger going than coming. —Anon.

THE FINGER Continued from page 15

it was quite simple, the other day when Bill left the shop he told me he would be back in ten
minutes and he never showed up for an hour, so today when he told me he would be back in
twenty minutes it was rather easy to figure out how long he'd really be.

_ 0-0-0 —

Who is the certain person working up at the front on the other side of the fence who
is stepping on everybody's toes trying to make a name for himself?????? This deserves men
tion.
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But who shall dwell in these worlds if they be inhabited -
lords of the universe — and how are all things made for man.

and are we or they
—Kepler
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INMATES ARE INDIVIDUALS
• •••••• by George Young

With avid interest we have watched an accent shift from punishment to reformation
under the new penal system. A program designed to help reform prison inmates is a com
mendable one, not only.from the standpoint of society being protected by removing the criminal
and returning a worthwhile citizen in his stead. There have been many arguments that this is
an idealogic program, and the "once a crook, always a crook"; but many success stories can be
written featuring men who have proved that they had learned a lesson and would never go
astray again.

taxpayers at the point of a gun, or a night
thief who had been exposed to a system that
couldn't penetrate his individuality. Money
would be saved through decreased crime and
decreased prison population. This money
would do more than make up for the high
salaries that sood specialists would demand.

In the free world, thousands of dollare are
spent each day by people who seek the aid of
psvchologi ?ts. psychiatrists and other social
problem workers, to help them in solving their
social problem. Why not hire a group of these
men to handle the individual problems of the
men in prison?

Sure there are many others that have re
turned to crime and prison, but this only
proves that something is lamentably lacking
in our system of reform. These men are not
incorrigible: They serve to prove that some
men require different treatment than others.
Until a system is instituted enlisting the aid
of trained people who can evaluate the atti
tude, intentions and character of an inmate,
there will always be recidivists.

All men are not alike, contrary to what
women often say. We are individuals with
different tastes, habits and ideas. We respond
to different treatment. Some men respond
to punishment, and learn a lesson they never
forget: there are the men who abuse the pri
vileges offered by the new system. Others
respond to the form of kindness that is trying
to push through the barriers of the past:
these are the men who would become bitter
and frustrated under a harsher system.

There is much to be said for the case of the
individualized treatment, but the first battery
of the opposition would probably shout that
the trained specialists required for this job
would cost the taxpayers a lot of money. True,
the skilled people turned out by our univer
sities, who could handle this work, would
ask for gopd salaries but the men needing in
dividual help, who are subjected to improper
treatment by a system that erroneously gen
eralizes, would also take a lot of money: but
this money might be taken from unwilling

At present, one overworked man is attemp
ting to counsel the four hundred inmates of
Collins Bay Penitentiary. How many inmates
do you suppose are being neglected? And of
those interviewed, precious time cannot be
extended in trying to delve into their pasts in
order to set them on a worthwhile road to the
future.

It is pretty well agreed that there is no sin
gle reason of why men turn to crime. Des
peration, adventure, greed: any of these may
play a role in creating a criminal. Kindness,
intelligent reasoning, punishment: any of
these may be instrumental in guiding a crim
inal back to the ranks of honesty. But it takes
specialists to decide the proper treatment for
a fallen man. Until recognition is given to the
individual's problems, the main problem of
crime and the criminal is only half solved.

THREE DAY.MISSION

For the first time in the' memory of any inmate, a Mission was held in St. Paul's Chapel during
the last three days of Holy Week. Our favorite speaker Father Paul Hoppe, S. J. conducted all the
services, and his talks as usual carried great inspiration for all o: us. Attendance was voluntary, and
almost every member of our congregation took advantage of this grand opportunity to help straighten
out his life.

The Mission closed on Easter morning with High Mass sung by our Chaplain, Father F. M. De-
vine, S. J., assisted by the excellent choir from St. Joseph's Church, Kingston under the direction of
Felix McAllister, B. A. This formed a fitting, though somewhat nostalgic close to those three wonder
ful days,' as the old familiar chants of the Credo and Pater Noster brought back memories of other and
more happier times. None the less we are grateful for this'spiritual uplift, and wish to offer thanks
to those who arranged and conducted it.
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THE DEFENCE RESTS

(PP) It is certainly not my intention here to discourage'the study of law.
Indeed, since my own temerity has led me to defend myself in both the State
and Federal Courts of our land, I merely write this to disprove the old saw:
"He whotis his own attorney has a fool for a client."

At the same time it is only fair to point out
to the unlearned some of the pitfalls of de
fending oneself in a court of law. I might add
that, after many years of study, I have ar
rived at the conclusion that the practice of
law in one's own defense is not for those with
out some degree of contempt for danger.

Many years ago I tried my first case in a
small courtroom in KY. Being both defendant
and attorney for the defense, I was in full
possession of all the facts of the case. There
was no doubt about it, my client was guilty. I
proceeded to exercise my shrewdness and take
command of the situation by pleading my cli
ent guilty as charged.

At this point you will recognize the latent
talent and astuteness which was to bring my
name into prominence before many courts in
the years to follow.

Well, this guilty plea netted my client 18
months, which, you must agree, is practically
a direct acquittal. It was then that I realized
that I had found my calling. I would dedicate
my life to defending the oppressed.

Since genius is not to be denied, it wasn't
long before I had the opportunity of defend
ing myself again. And, having learned in my
previous contact with the court that a plea of
guilty was not exactly the legal loophole I
sought, I proceeded to search the legal dic
tionaries for a more potent lever. Such terms
as HABEAS CORPUS, EX POST FACTO
AND CORPUS DELECTI meant nothing to
me. Therefore I decided to locate a more pow
erful and mysterious phrase which would baf
fle the court as successfully as the court had
previously baffled me with its vocabulary.
Around this cunning legality I intended to
build my defense. My persistent search was
rewarded when I finally found two words
which were to revolutionize the practice of
Law.

Impatiently I awaited the opportunity to
put into practice my astounding new weapon.
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When that opportunity came, I promptly ex
ploded my legal bombshell. I,will now quote
from the court records;

Court: Rudolph P. Hockenlocker, you are
charged with shoplifting. How do you plead?

Hockenlocker: Your Honor, the defense
pleads — NOLO CONTENDERE! For you
readers who are laymen, NOLO CONTEN
DERE is a Latin phrase meaning, "No De
fense."

Well, yr.u can imagine the Court's absolute
amazement at my masterpiece of legal man
euvering. But, like all confused people, the
Court surrendered itself to wrath in order to
cover up itsfconfusion. Again I quote from the
records:

Court: Rudolph P. Hockenlocker, you are
a menace to civilization. It is my duty to re
move you from society. Five years, Hocken
locker! Now, this action of course proved the
Court's wrath, for the legal sentence for shop
lifting is fmir years. When I promptly called
this to His Honor's attention, he immediately
saw his pathetic error. So he changed the
charge to two counts and gave me eight years.

This a specific example of those little pit
falls we mentioned earlier.

At this -tage one might think that my ard
or for the study of law would have cooled.
But down through the years it has been
proved repeatedly that success comes only af
ter constant effort and application. No worthy
reward is ever easy. With the passing years I
really buckled down to the study of the com
plexities of the law. Then once again I had
the opportunity to defend myself before the
bar of justice. This time it was a Federal
Court. The Big Time.

This case was a tricky one. The indictment
contained four counts; Bank Robbery, Kid
napping, Dyer Act, and Illegal Parking. Such
an indictment generally strikes fear in the
hearts of the most valiant, but I had no qualms
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since I had equipped myself well for this test.

Apparently my fame had spread consider
ably, for the prosecutor immediately paraded
twenty-eight witnesses to the stand. This can
be considered quite a compliment to my cun
ning, because the defense had no witnesses
at all. I was depending solely upon my years
of experience and* knowledge. I sat cooly wait
ing for the break I knew was coming.

Sure enough, it came! All the evidence be
ing in, I raised my legal point which was des
tined to demolish beyond repair the govern
ment's case! It served him right, though. The

audacity of that jerk to try and match wits
with me!

It's true, of course, that I was given 25
years on the Bank Robbery charge, 25 years
for Kidnapping, and 5 years for the Dyer Act.
But, armed only with my vast store of knowl
edge and experience I had established that the
Court had no jurisdiction in Count 4—Illegal
Parking. My whole defense was built success
fully around this one point. The fact that the
traffic court has a detainer on file against me
after I complete these 55 years is entirely ir
relevant.

A Game Of Horseshoes
or How Lucky Can You Get

In which ye olde ed wanders into the execise yard one day last week just in time to see
Charlie Read beat Rembrandt Kotyk for the impromptu horseshoe championship of the Bay
However, we proceeded to point out to Read, that beating an old broken-down hasbeen like
the Mad Artist is a very simple matter these days, therefore we couldn't recognize him as
the champ until he had beaten the best there was around, which naturally was ye olde ed. For
some unexplanable reason, he readily agreed to play us a best of five series, quite possibly the
poor sap had never heard just how good ye olde ed really is.

Well, it's true that after a tight, bitterly contested series ye olde ed was barely edged
out in three games, by the scantiest of margins. In fact if we had managed to slip on three
or four more ringers in each game, that sucker Read wouldn't have had a ghost of a chance.
Talk about tough breaks, if our shoes had been just a foot or two closer, a little more to the
left or right and turned around the other way, it would have beep strictly no contest.

The fact that you see this account of Read's lucky victory over ye olde ed printed in the
Diamond has nothing at all to do with Read's threat to cancel his five subscriptions if same
did not appear.

P.S. There is no truth in the rumor, that the Mad Artist challenged ye olde ed to a best
of three series for the runner-up championship, then beat us two straight games
it was two of the three.

It is always thus in life that we ever seek to elude that which pursues us while
just as ardently we pursue that which eludes us. But as vou may have perceived
there are ways to compel the elusive to become the pursuer" in its turn. —Sabatini

What is ambition, but selfish vanity! To be rich? To be famous? What do these
profit a man a year after death, when other names sound louder than yours while
you lie rotting in the ground. Bui. true love lives after vou. follow.; nn> memory
with seer

r«a» «a uiuuiuun, uui acinau vanity: u) oc ricn.' to be lamousr What dc

a man a year after death, when other names sound louder than yours
ie rotting in the ground. But true love lives after you, follows your m
secret blessing. Nou omnis moria—if dying, I vet live in a tender heart oior two.

—Thackeray
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A SENSE OF VALUES
by Allan Lyons

If there is anyone in doubt as to the real meaning of life, may it be known that it is a

real tough course to follow unless one is morally grounded in upright principles. Virtues are

necessary together with the application of what we learn through experience and education

in order that we may be guided in our behavior and in our dealings with our fellow-man.

To be as sober and right-minded as a min
ister, as serious as a judge, as faithful as a
sweetheart, as hard-working as a zealot, as
willing as a doctor, as unselfish as a nurse, as
constant and loving as a mother, as loyal as a
father, as honest as a banker, as ambitious as
a politician, as sagacious as a psychologist,
but as innocent as a child, would be impossi
ble, but we can attain some of these qualities.

In the course of life, too many of us come
to the crossroad that leads us astray because
of our immaturities and the rejection of ad
vice given by those who have learned through
the school of hard experience and the proper
methods of living.

When we arrive at the crossroad somewhere
in our teens, we believe that we are adults. It
is then that we expect to be granted indepen
dence, but as we lack the experience and wis
dom, the emotional stability and mental ma
turity so necessary to make the transition
without dire results, we sometimes fail. Then
apain. wo delude ourselves with the false pre
mise that we are modern, and our parents are
old-fashioned. It comes as a shock when one

learns that every new generation believes it
self to be modern. Especially when one ar
rives at the time of life when one is consider
ed still young, yet starts to look for the gray
hairs to appear, does this fact force its way
home.

Our parents encountered the same trials
and temptations as we have to face, but with
more success. They learned also, as we do
now, that all that glitters is not gold. They
learned through hard work to appreciate the
true values in life. That which comes easy to
us in this world is rfever appreciated as is the
reward earned by sweat, tears and calluses.
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By the time we arrived at this spring of
life, we were supposed to be creatures of free
will, with proper habits of obedience to our
elders, and respect for law and order. Home,
school and church combined in teaching us
these virtues, which are necessary to the
growth of civilization. Yet in spite of this we
made wooful blunders, sometimes quite in
advertently. Lacking to some extent a proper
sense of responsibility (everyone sows wild
oats but most have enough sense to know
when to stop) we further frustrated our men
tal growth by over indulgence in the use of
alcohol. Nnd there were other pleasures and
attractions that drew us off the narrow course,
since we tend to seek that which is pleasant,
and to repeat it if we do not find it painful.

Unless wo study through education and ex
perience what our desires and. passion are,
and hpw these may become either the con
structive nr destructive forces in our lives, we
are not so much creatures of free-will as we
are of impulse, completely at the mercy of
our wrong desires. Born in complete ignor
ance and innocence, we' as infants are con
stantly in the care of our parents, and as we
grow, we learn and acquire habits through
imitating our elders and by carrying out their
suggestions. We also learn through the innate
qualities of curiosity which are bound up
within us. It is this curiosity that gets us into
trouble at times, yet the same quality is the
source of our inventions and knowledge.

Our ba^ir desires for food, drink, comfort,
sleep, love and play are natural but cyclic.
First one dominates the person, is satisfied,
then obbs away to be replaced by another
wanting appeasement. These desires are sel
fish and naturally so as they are the means of
our survival: but they can also become des
tructive, working against our lives.
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Wise parents will teach their children to

control their desires, by not catering to every
whim and fancy that seeks appeasement. Too
many mothers, too loving and slightly foolish,
tend to spoil the child.

Since that which we are taught in our pri
mary years by the home, school and church
becomes the foundation of our character, wise
parents will see to it that their children are
thoroughly grounded in moral principles. If
we go astray (and unfortunately even those
of us who have had the benefit of sound up
bringing also fall by the wayside) it some
times takes a traumatic shock to make us re
alize the error of our ways. Until this shock
hits us we grope around in darkness, with one
foot on the right road and the other on the
wrong road, with first one then the other
gaining victory. This constant conflict will
continue until we apply the yardstick of true
moral values.

Wrong habits can be broken! There are
countless instances where men have, even late
in life, broken detrimental habits to become
worthwhile citizens. Sinners have become
Saints, Weaklings have become Men, and
Failures have become Successes. Men such as
St. Paul, Bunyon and Wilde did not idle away
their time in prison, but aimed at a goal, and
continually strove to make it a reality. Any
thing worthwhile entails hard work, a man

Did You Know?

will find the true values of life through hard
work, he will find joy and contentment in a
way of life he was meant for. To sit still and
blame others for the faults which lie within
us, is to never mature and know the joy that
comes with good living.

What is it that brings about this change of
character? It is tragedies with their attendant
suffering, the bitter, sharp, tormenting soul-
wrenching experiences that drops the bottom
out of our lives, to leave us clutching Hke
drowned rats for a straw. Many a man has
found, the key to life in this manner, for suf
fering is the open-sesame that provides the
entrance into the realm of mental, spiritual
and ideal happiness. There are many men in
this prison who are willing to help us find a
better way of life, the Ministers of the Church
es, the Teachers of Education, the Instructors
of the Trades. Never was the opportunity bet
ter for many of us to find the way to success
in life. Selfishness, suspicion, cynicism and
dishonesty are qualities which must be thrown
out, for they will lead us back to prison.

No man with any sense can see the multi
tudes of Successful people who work hard,
day by day, without realizing that their way
must be right.

Let us take heart and prepare to join them
in the future.

Jim McLelland

That Gene Tunney won an unpopular ten-round decision over Harry Greb, Feb
ruary 23, 1923 to regain the light-heavyweight championship.

* • »

That Citation, first racehorse to earn a million dollars was retired in 1951 When
six years old.

* # #

That every thoroughbred we have is descended from one of three Arab horses
imported to England in the 17th century.

« » •

That Lionel Conacher, one-time 'big train' of pro hockey was traded to New
York Americans by the Pittsburgh Hornets with whom he played his first game of
professional hockey.

• • •

That Howie Morenz was voted' the fastest player in the league by a ballot of
sports writers in NHL cities, March 12, 1934.

# » •

That Gordon Audley became the first Canadian to receive an Olympic Medal at
the 1952 games. He placed third in a speed skating race.

• • •

That on Sunday, April the 1st. 1933 in Scotland 136,000 fans saw a soccer match
in Hampton Park, which same set. a new record for sports-attendance.
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Sure Thing.... a short story

What's that Mister? You say this is your first time at the track and you want me to give
you a sure thing in the next race. Listen Mister, believe me, there just isn't any such thing.
If I had a buck for every 'sure thing' I've seen run in the can, I wouldn't be selling these pro
grams for a lousy seven bucks a day. What's that Mister? You say you think I'm playing the
stall. Listen Mister, if I hadn't sworn off horses on account of what happened to 'Sure Thing
Harry' and me, I'd have touted you on a 'sure winner* for the next seven races, and all for a
lousy two buck ticket on each one. How's that again, Mister? you say you want to know
where to find 'Sure Thing Harry', you want him to give you a tip on the next race. Say,
Mister, there's twenty-five minutes to go'till the next race, buy me a beer and I'll tell you
just why 'Sure Thing Harry' and me swore off the oat-eaters for life.

You see Mister, it was like this. It was the

fall of '48 at Long Branch when I first met

Harry. It was the last day of the races and I
was wondering what I was goin" to do till the

Spring, not having the kind of dough it takes
to go south. Well Mister, right out of the blue
this gent comes up to me and says. "My name
is Harry Martin. I'm going to California for
the winter. How would vou like to come" a-

long? But Mister. I'm nobody's fool. I know
these things just don't happen, and if they do,
there's always a catch to them. So right away
I ask him what the catch is. He tells me there's

no oatch. he just wants me to work for him.
Mister, can you imagine a guy with a sense of
humor like that? Naturally I was about to
say no when T remember there is two kinds
of work, manual labor and the other kind. So
I ask him what kind of work does he have in

mind, and when I find out it's the other kind,
it isn't any time tirl we are in L. A.

Thanks Mister. I did kinda fpel like another

one. Now just where was I? Oh yeah out in
L. A. You see Mister, this guy Harry Martin
had a sure plan for beating the bang-tails,
and he had a capital of 25 G's to do it with.
Not only did the guy have a brain like Ein
stein's, he was probably a little smarter. Any
way Mister, Harry's plan was to claim a horse
for ten G's at Santa Anita, then bring him
back here and 'put him over' in a $3,000
claimer, betting ten G's on his nose at a good
price with the books. Now Mister, if anyone
knew the horse was sound, every halter man
at the track would have a claim in for him
and the mutual wouldn't be fifteen cents on
the dollar. But Mister, this is where I had to
hand it to Harry, after claiming a six year old
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gelding for ten G's he entered it in a cheap
allowance race every week for eight straight
weeks. Everv time out the gelding's form was
worse than the time before. By now. anyone
with a pair of eyes and two-bits for a form
could see that someone named Harry Martin
had claimed himself a ten thousand dollar
lemon.

Gee. thanks again Mister, now as I was say
ing, it was apparent to anyone but a blind
man. that Harry Martin had claimed a lemon.
However the master stroke w-as still to come.
On the last day of the meeting Harry took a
well calculated risk. He entered the horse in
a $7,500 claimer, if someone claimed the geld
ing Harry would be out two and a half G's.
However he had to take this calculated risk.
To pave the way for the future transaction
I'll be telling you about in a minute, Harry
slinned the iock five bills to feign a break
down with the horse. Well Mister, that jock
missed his calling, he should haveibeen an ac
tor. He made it look so good one poor old lady
h"hind me had tears in her eyes, she thought
the ooor horse would have to be shot. Harry
hold on to the gelding for'another six weeks,
then, as the racing form duly recorded, he
sold it to a R. Marshall for $1,000 in a private
sale. What's that Mister? What did he do that

for? Mister, R. Marshall is me. That's where
I came in. You see Mister, every one back on
this circuit knew me. I'd owned a couple of
broken-down has-beens before, that's why it
wouldn't surprise anyone when I turned up
with this latest acquisition. You see Mister,
that's why 'Sure Thing Harry' had contacted
me in the first place. Well anyway Mister,
here I was back at Woodbine with this nag
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I'd payed a G note for, or so that's what ev
eryone else thought, having seen it in black
and white in the racing form. So you see Mis
ter, when I enter the gelding in a $3,000
claimer the only comment was a few guffaws.
Well Mister, the horse went off at 10-1. there
were still a few die-hards who thought the
*used to was* might 'be again', but after the
gelding finished a badly beaten seventh in an
eight horse race, even they were convinced
the nag was eating its oats under false pre
tenses.

Don't mind if I do. Mister, thanks. Well to
set on with the story, the stage was set for a
real kill in rr. Here was a $10,000 horse in per-
fwt condition running in $3,000 company, and
a lead nipe to be 20-1 next time out. And it
wasn't any too soon either, the five G's we
had for expense money was just about gone,
what with the insurance rates being what
they were, not to mention the jockey fees for
extra services rendered or the oats that the
gelding had been putting away for the last
five months. But it was like I said Mister, the
stage was set for a real-killing and we couldn't
miss. Yes Sir, I had to hand it to 'Sure Thing
Harry', he had a brain, he really had a brain"
Well Mister, it was Thursday night and I had
entered the gelding the coming Saturday af
ternoon. Naturally since we had arrived at
Woodbine 'Sure Thing Harry' had been in
hiding, we couldn't take the chance someone
might sDot him and add two and two togeth
er. Neither could he place the bets himself for
the same reason, but that was a minor prob
lem as he had a wife who was one smart
cookie. 'Sure Thing Harry' just gave her the
ten G's to place with the books in Toronto,

Hamilton and Montreal, then he made plans
to slip into the race track two minutes before
race time in order to watch the gelding breeze
home with the bacon.

Say, you're all right Mister, thanks What's
that? Oh, yeah, the story. Mister, you can take
it from me it's a wonderful feeling to lie a-
'vake all night dreaming about a horse you've
got ten G's bet on at 20-1, pulling away to a
ten length lead at the first turn and then
coasting home to romp under the wire all by
itself. But what happened to 'Sure Thing Har
ry' and me shouldn't have happened to a dog
What s that Mister? How did the horse lose?
Mister, the horse couldn't possibly have lost'
in fact, it won by a country mile. But you see
Mister, 'Sure Thing Harry's wife believed in
sure things too, and that ten G's was the sur
est thing she ever did see. Instead of placing
the bets, she just disappeared with the dough.
It's like I said, she was one smart cookie.

What's that Mister? What happened to the
gelding? Well it seemed the guv out at Santa
Anita whom Harry had claimed the horse
from in the first place had followed us back
here. You see Mister. HE knew the horse was
no lemon, not only did he bet a bundle with
the books, but he claimed his horse back a-
gain for a measly three G's. Well Mister, you
can take it from me 'Sure Thing Harry' and
me went on one big binge with the three G's
we got when the guy claimed his horse back
again. What's that Mister? You say you'd like '
to meet 'Sure Thing Harry'? That's okay with
mo Mister. HEY HARRY Two
more beers.

THE BEGINN'NG
For the past two months Mr. Edwards, our Classification Officer, has been holding informal eet-

to-gethers. every Thursday afternoon with a small group of Inmates. Recently, he invited us to sit
in on one of the meetings. The purpose of these meetings is to helo the Inmate understand the pattern
of social behaviour, and secondly, to provide a congenial atmosphere for the frank, open discussion of
their personal problems. «mw

Our reply was, "Who's kidding whom?" In no uncertain terms we informed him that we had
a rather skeptical view of the whole idea. In fact, after five years in orison, we have skentical views
on practically any idea Too often our hopes have soared to dizzy heights upon hearing of some ru
mour of a fair deal for the men in prison, only to b- rudely disillusioned. '

However, after sitting in on the meeting, we found we haven't been in jail long enough vet for
our skepticism vanished and we felt our hopes soaring anew. We left the meeting, seeing visions of a
day in the not too distant future when this small discussion group .would blossom out into regular ev
ening classes on social behavior and good citizenship. i^euiar ev
<• , T'ieiJ[^.m^es are eager to enroll in such classes. Several Senior Officers have offered to eive
freely of their time, and they have assured us they would be only too willing to conduct these even-

What are we waiting for? Let's begin now!
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DJAMOND'S HALL OF FAME

if

A TRIBUTE

TO ALL THE MOTHERS EVERYWHERE
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(TO A LOVELY LADY)

I wish that I could write a song
Like great composers do,
I would shape the notes like kisses
In a rhapsody of you.
I'd pour my heart into my song
So all the world could see,
The Lovely Lady who inspired
The sweetest melody.
To all the mothers everywhere
A tribute I would write,
Because of you, so sweet and true,
My Mom....my guiding light.
Old scenes I used to share with you
Would swell my song's refrain,
When you and I built castles high
That toppled in the rain.
Dear Mom, I cannot write a song
Like great composers do....
So HI just send my "X" along
And say that I love you.



WHERE

PRESS PASSES

^oh tuGrect,ngs.L°r?U y,°U grand ?aAs and euys around the Penal Circuit. Yours truly has just assumed the responsibility of coping with the .task of writing this column. My previous endeavors per
taining to the role of a literary critic being absolutely nil, I must ask your indulgence for many 'faux
pas which I undoubtedly will make. However such indiscretions will naturally stem from inexper-
1wce>,r*at * an from any of th€ baser motives frequently attributed to fellow members of/thishonorable (?) profession. •»«».»«»««.

F^,^PE^i0kia\0r^aStatf,P*nitentiary) °n tWs- y°ur fifteenth anniversary, I am proud toact forthe whole editorial staff in offering you our heartiest congratulations for fifteen years of honest
endeavor m the field of penal progress . Good luck fellows and keep up the gold work.
I?!LCL??K (Idah<? Sta*f Penitentiary) The modernistic style and appearance of your publication is
as refreshing as a breath of springtime. Let's have a lotmore of the same, It is most appreciated
TV? ?*lS°?uMI**};°R, (S*illwater- Minn-> This is my first contact with Bill Sawver's articles, andI must admit he certainly has plenty on the ball. I don't know how long-he has been writing this kind
of literature, but I realize how muoh I have misse I. Your, "Status Quo" article was outstanding
THE SAN QUENTIN NEWS. Looked all over and through your newspaper before I found your ed
itorial, tucked away on the third page; deep thinking applied to a subject which -many people may
think unimportant. The way you handled it, Ed, is something to be proud of.
TP^ ^VtEI!m,REEN (State of Washin3*°n) You are treating a most sensitive problem in your editorial
Al, but I still can t say that the literature used in it was up to par. Although the ideas were sound'
its presentation was a little below the standard which we had been led to expect from yourmagazine!
THE CORRECTOR. (House of Correction, Chicago. 111). A wonderful presentation, an attractive
paper. Only one question worried my mind as I delved into the pages of your magazine- I failed to
see the articles the titled implied. Have you become "blase" in the service of the Cause or have vou sent
only part of your paper?

THE HAWKEYE (Anamosa. Iowa) Quoting your editorial, "I can find absolutely no sympathy for
a drug addict. There is absolutely no need whatever to become an addict, and it definitely shows a
sign of poor will power." unquote. Don't you think, Charlie, that the fact all of us are in prison today
definitely shows a sign of poor will power also? We offer the suggestion to you that you should lose
no time in finding some sympathy for these unfortunate victims of the tempter's snare; We also offer
the suggestion that you might be better advised to employ your talents in the fight to convince the
authorities that prison1 is no place for the drug addict.

AN INTRODUCTION

Many men have passed through the gates of Collin's Bay Penitentiary. They came from the
f cities and towns and villages across the land. Each man has a story to tell, a story of misery and

heartbreak and failure. Every story has a different beginning, but they all have the same ending
Collin's Bay Penitentiary.

In the past the Diamond has always refrained from publishing any of these stories. We felt our
purpose would be better served by presenting a group picture of the inmates, rather than to dwell on
the trials and tribulations of any one man.

There have been, and still are, men among the inmate body who come from other lands; Eng
land, Ireland, France, Holland, Germany, Russia, Italy, New Zealand and Africa. Yes, from the four
corners of the earth they have come. This introduction concerns a man from this latter group, a man
from a far off country.

Since early childhood this man has been searching for the most elusive prize of all peace of
mind and the simple contentment which goes with it. His quest has led him from the jungles of Africa,
through the deserts of the Sudan, and across the seas to Israel, France. England and finally here to Col
lin's -Bay, Canada. Where will his search take him after he serves his prison sentence? Who can tell?
For he searches for the impossible. The fact that the color of this man's skin is black, makes it even
more impossible.

Starting this month, in serial form, the Diamond will bring you the story of this man's life,
from early childhood to the day he entered these gates. The story will be in his own words, for among
the several languages he speaks fluently, is English.

In addition to writing his life story for the Diamond, he has agreed to write a series of articles
on the problems and needs of his native Africa. The Diamond has always believed there are two sides
to every story. The recent fiots and outbreaks in Africa have been given wide coverage in the free
press, but every article has been written from a white-man's viewpoint. Starting this month the Dia
mond will publish a series of. articles on Africa as seen from the other side of the fence from the
black-man's viewpoint.
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What Inmates

are

Laughing At

Two drunks were about to start a game of golf. The first drunk looked at the
ball, then turned to his .companion and asked, "Which one should I hit, there
are two of them?" The other drunk studied the situation carefully and then said,
"Hit 'em both, you're swinging two clubs." —The Key

A icolf lounging in a New York Hotel lobby perked up when an attrac-^
tive young lady passed by. When his standard come-on, "How-de-do"
brought nothing more than a frigid glance, he sarcasmed, <fPardon me,
I thought you were my mother." "I couldn't be," she iced, "I'm married."

—Kilby

"She told me," a woman complained to her friend, "that you told her a secret
that I told you not to tell her." "Well, replied the friend in a hurt tone, "I told
her not to tell you that I told her." "Oh dear," sighed the first woman, "Don't
tell her that I told you that she told me." —Stray Shots

A man in a restaurant called the waiter over disgustedly. "What do you
call this stuff—coffee or tea?" he sneered. "It tastes like kerosene." "If
it tastes like kerosene," said the waiter calmy, "It must be coffee, The
tea tastes like turpentine." —L-P- Farmer

»

The American visitor was gazing down into the crater of the famous Greek
volcano. Finally he commented, "It sure looks like hell." "Oh, retorted the
guide, "You Americans—you've been everywhere." —Evergreen

"Good morning Doctor. I just dropped in to tell you how much I bene
fitted from your treatment." "But you are not one of my patients."
"No, but my uncle was, and I'm his heir." —Spokesman

An English explorer visiting a maharaja gave him some gifts which were
unobtainable in India. The potentate asked the explorer what he could give
him to express his gratitude.
After some pressing the explorer said: "Oh, well, if you happen to go to Eng
land you might get me a few golf clubs."
Later the maharaja, on his return, reported: "I've bought two golf clubs for
you. Both have eighteen holes and one has a swimming pool. I did make
an offer for St. Andrews, but it was not in the market."

—The Reformatory Pillar
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PENAL QUOTES

How many of the men in penal institutions today are ex-service men who reached the un
enviable situation through some mistake they made during the period of readjustment following
their discharge from the service? What do we owe these men?

Consider the period of intensive training he underwent, stressing the importance of "Kill or
get killed", "Take care of yourself because no one else is going to take care of you." Putting his life on
the line to protect the policies of freedom advocated by his country, he is prone to adopt an attitude
iOf aggressiveness which cannot be applied in fundamentals of social living.

THE PRISON MIRROR.

If a boy becomes bad, it is because he has been misunderstood, misjudged, mistreated, mistaught
.or mismanaged and perhaps unloved somewhere along the line. No matter whose boy it is or where
he is or what he's doing, he is important. If loved, trusted and intelligently taught, he will become
a good father, loyal citizen, faithful friend and in time of war, fight your battles. A prime cause of
;uvenil:: delinquency is the deterioration of the home influence and the failure of parents to provide a
family conducive to the moral and the spiritual welfare of their children: the influence of home out
weighs all other influences in a child's life. THE LAKE SHORE OUTLOOK

Your jails and penitentiaries are full of convicted criminals and furthermore, men will go out
and come back just as long as the public adopts the lethargic attitude that is prevalent today. What

neople, who are still sick but who are well enough to leave a hospital, we need further treatment
Tf that treatment is not forthcoming, our week .resistance is further lowered and we return The
wicked truth of the whole matter is that the oftener we return, the weaker becomes our resistance

MOUNTAIN ECHOES.

Criminal acts cost us millions of dollars every year, in investigation, trial, incarceration, etc. Re
venge has been outdated since the western world accepted the teachings of Christ. What society wants is
"iwer criminal acts and less expense in every respect. The most expedient system to achieve this is
to help as many as possible adjust to society where they will meet their problems. Some day, society
will realize that only when crime is viewed as a symptom of maladjustment and the men involved
in need of cure, not punishment, will crime decline. There will be some innovations some day Why
not NOW THE ISLAND LANTERN. '

If anything is to be done for the convicted man, he should be interviewed, tested, studied and
>vaLrhed BEFORE sentence and imprisonment are passed upon him. The psychologist and psychia
trists and others should seek to learn, as they are capable of doing, the man's character, his motives
his inclinations, his needs, his desires and his abilities. They should learn just what-sort of a man
he is before permitting judgment to be passed upon him. And as they learn, the judgment should
be meted out to him accordingly.- THE EYE OPENER

wat

Recently a judge ruled a citizen has the legal right to tell a traffic cop to go to
hell. Since then someone has remarked a citizen also has the legal right to tickle a
donkey's buttocks with a feather.

The C.B. DIAMOND
Subscription Rates, $1.00 per Year.

Add ress:

The Warden, Box 190, Kingston, Ont
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EDITORIAL ....
A RESPONSIBILITY.

The great struggle of modern times is the struggle between the State and the Individual.
It is a pathetically uneven one, as the Individual, in the vast majority of cases, does not realize
he is engaged in a struggle with the State. The issue at stake is a simple one. Either the People
shall be subjec to the will of the State, or the State will be subject to the will of the People.

In some countries, notably Russia .China, Yugoslavia and to a lesser degree, Argentina,
the State holds absolute power over the People. In these countries the State obtained this
power by revolutions and military coups. In other countries, notably the United States and
Canada, the State holds very little power over the People. However, this power is gradually
being increased. In those countries the State did not obtain this power by revolutions and
military coups, it was obtained as a direct result of a lethargic public, which by its indiffer-.
,ence is laying the foundation for its downfall at a later date.

Every year, laws are being passed and decrees issued which both directly and indirectly
are jeopardizing and even restricting the rights of the People. In a true democracy the only
laws which should be passed and the only decrees which should be issued are those which
embody the will of the People.

Mr. Citizen, you have a vast responsibility to the People. You are fortunate indeed to
live in a country where freedom is a reality, not a dream. Valiant heroes sacrificed their lives
to obtain and defend this freedom. Surely it is a small price for you to pay to sacrifice your
time.

Mr. Citizen, it is of vital importance that you carry out your responsibilities to the
People. Interest yourself in the affairs of the government and be ever vigilant lest your rights
be infringed upon. Any attempt anywhere within the confines of our country to restrict the
rights of an individual or individuals, is a direct threat to our way. of life.

Recent restrictions imposed upon lawyers visiting their clients at the Don Jail may well
be such an attempt.

When a man is accused of allegedly committing a crime, unless fortunate enough to
be released on bail, he is confined as a prisoner in the county jail. One of the most cherished
nrecepts of the law of this country is that the man is presumed innocent until such a time as a
court can confirm his innocence or establish his guilt. It is incumbent upon the officials placed
in charge of this man by the People, that they carry out the spirit as well as the letier of this
law.

The State is charged with the safe-keeping of the prisoner awaiting trial. Every pre
caution consistent with the rights of the accused man as guaranteed by'law, should be taken
to ensure the task. Denying an accused man any facility or placing any obstacle or restriction
however slight which may jeopardize the preparation of his case, either by his counsel or
himself, is not consistent with these rights. If, after an accused man and his counsel have re
ceived every reasonable consideration necessary to the preparation of the case for the defense,
he is found guilty, it is time enough to begin his punishment.

There are countries in the world in which a man accused of committing a crime, has
few, if any rights. In the Canada of fodrny an accused man has many rights. Mr. Citizen, it is
your responsibility to the People, to make sure that he is in no danger of losing even the
smallest one of his rights.

Mr. Citizen, at any given moment you too could be accused of a crime. True, you may
be innocent, but it is a lot easier proving your innocence when you have the means to do so,
than when you do not.
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When in disgrace with fortune and men's eyes

I all alone beweep my outcast state,

And trouble deaf heaven with my bootless cries,

And look upon myself and curse my fate,

Wishing me like to one more rich in hope,

Featured like him, like him with friends possest,

Desiring this man's art, and thats man's scope,

With what I most enjoy contented least;

Yet in these thoughts myself almost despising,

Haply I think on thee and then my state,

Like to the lark at break of day arising

From sullen earth, sings hymns at heaven's gate;

For thy sweet love remembered, such wealth brings

That then I scorn to change my state with kings.

Shakespeare
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